
A 90 Minute Workshop on Considerations for Global Learning Solutions

Most companies are having to redefine what and how we think about global execution due to constant market changes and company
consolidations requiring us to pursue learning in locations previously not engaged. How do you consider creating learning solutions for one 
country versus many?  When working in a global landscape that varies country to country, do you consider whether countries are appropriately 
resource equipped to execute, the size of the country, flexibility of your solutions, and readiness to execute…  If you DO consider, how does it 
impact your global learning strategy?



Take 5 minutes to respond:
• What ONE word best describes the industry or area of Life Sciences of your organization?
• How is “global learning” defined in your organization?
• How do you currently execute learning to countries outside the US?
• What are your current challenges and strengths in how you execute globally?

Define “Global Learning”

Taking Learning Global
Are you TRULY Global Ready?

Pollev.com/Marquitha
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Let’s Define Global Learning

Pollev.com/LTEN2017

Taking Learning Global
Are you TRULY Global Ready?



ONE SET of CONTENT 
on MULTIPLE TOPICS, 

delivered to 
employees in ALL 

REGIONS.

ONE SET OF CONTENT 
on ONE TOPIC
delivered to 

employees in ALL 
REGIONS.

ONE SET of LEARNING 
GOALS for MULTIPLE 
TYPES of CONTENT 

AND TOPICS, 
delivered to 

employees in ALL 
REGIONS.

MULTIPLE LEARNING 
GOALS, TYPES of 

CONTENT, and TOPICS, 
delivered to employees 
in ALL REGIONS, with 

INPUT from our 
HEADQUARTERS L&D  

team.

What is Global Learning?

A Sustainable Global Training Program means…

• Developing a shared definition of global training,

• Prioritizing your program development focus, and 

• Designing an inclusive process will enable you to 
develop sustainable global training programs that will 

• Elevate your workforce’s competencies in managing 
across cultures and borders.

Jennifer Lawrence, 

Founder of Cambridge Corporate Training

The Case for Change
What is Global Learning/Training?https://trainingmag.com/content/how-begin-building-global-training-program



The Case for Change:

Current State Challenges

o Global Execution

o Consistent, Adaptable & 
Innovative Solution

o Executing with Cultural, 
Language and Business 
Differences

Future State

o Global Footprint

o L&D Structure 

o Execution Variations 

o Modern-learner 

Solutions 

o Internal Alignment on 
“Global Learning”

o Defined “global 
solutions”

o Global Execution Plan

The Case for Change
What is Global Learning/Training?



One 
Size 

Fits All

Built in one 
country to 
meet the 

needs of all 
countries

No input 
from 

end-user 
countries

Too much 
to modify, 

localize 
and 

translate

Built on 
content 

requiring 
frequent 
updates

Text 
Heavy

Only 
one type 

of 
resource

Text book 
style 

resources

Not
Visually 

Appealing

Not 
Learner 
friendly

Common Efforts at 
Global Resource Development

The Case for Change
What is Global Learning/Training?



• STAKEHOLDERS:  Resource Development | Local Execution

• LEARNING SOLUTIONS:  What created; Who creates (global vs local)

• EXECUTION STRATEGY:  who, how, how many, what level of global support

• EXTRA FACTORS:  what else do you need to consider 

• EVALUATION:  consider how an evaluation plan would be executed

Develop a Global Learning Strategy

Develop a Global Learning Strategy
Identifying what you need to focus on and how



Situation: 

You are about to launch in a new region ex-US.  The local or country markets in that region are not trained on 
the global strategy and are not prepared to launch.  How will you prepare and execute the learning strategy in 
this new region?

Part 1 [20 minutes]: 
As the Global L&D team, performance consult to develop a learning execution plan by determining

1. What are 3 to 5 critical QUESTIONS to ask STAKEHOLDERS during performance consultation about this project
2. What TYPES of learning solutions should come from global versus country level development
3. What SUPPORT will you need at the regional or local level for execution
4. What are business considerations and/or tradeoffs you MUST make during execution

Part 2 [10 minutes]: 

CREATE your Global Learning Strategy & Execution Plan Presentation, using the template at your table as a 
SUGGESTED guide
This activity is 30 min

ACTIVITY: The RIGHT execution plan for the RIGHT global audience
Develop a Global Learning Strategy

Develop a Global Learning Strategy
Identifying what you need to focus on and how



ACTIVITY SPOILER:  
The RIGHT execution plan for the RIGHT global audience

Did you consider…

• Global landscape varies country to country 
• Are countries appropriately resourced to execute
• Does country size impact the planning or execution
• Are the learning solutions flexible:

o Translation friendly
o Simplified learning solution
o Technologically compatible

• Was the “modern” learner considered ?

Develop a Global Learning Strategy
Identifying what you need to focus on and how



Global Learning Strategy Template
Stakeholders

Key Factors to Address / Timeline 

Learning Solutions Financials Review Process

Compliance & Policy Check

Execution Logistics

Issues/Concerns Evaluation Plan

Develop a Global Learning Strategy
Identifying what you need to focus on and how



How do you deliver for Global?

Local 
Execution

Global 
Execution 

Corporate  & Global 
Policies

Style
Time

People
Funding

Translations

Global Standards Aligned

Global Approval  for ALL

Local Approval required

Global  Regionally

Global  All countries

Regions/countries = Individually

Regions/countries = Individually w/ Global

What Matters Most
Why does all of this matter, when executing globally?



The RISK of not getting it right…

Global Learning & Development
Arsenal of Resources What Matters Most

Why does all of this matter, when executing globally?



Global Learning & Development
Arsenal of Resources

The RISK of not getting it right…

What Matters Most
Why does all of this matter, when executing globally?



The RISK of not getting it right…

Global Learning & Development
Arsenal of Resources

What Matters Most
Why does all of this matter, when executing globally?



Being Global Ready

Which stakeholders will conduct training for employees
• TtTs of Region/Country L&D supported by Global
• Marketing / Medical / Other Internal Support
• Regional/Country L&D
• Vendor-assisted execution

RESOURCES

PROCESSES

PEOPLE & 
EXECUTION

Understand Regional & Country Logistics
• When | Where | How & who manages it all
• Region or Country Specific L&D with/without resource 

responsibility
• Financial impact or contribution to the bottom line

Define what Global Resources look like
• Right content for the Right audience
• Adaptability for local execution
• The “seed” of innovation

Truly Global Ready
Key factors to ensure you are truly global ready



17

Clear Perspective on the 
TYPE of global resources 

Ask the question:  Will the 
resources you deliver be 
easily used and adapted 

Internal Alignment on WHAT 
it means to be “global”

Align Internally:  Are your 
learning resources globally 
guided, developed, delivered 
or non/all of the above

Execution Plan for HOW 
you will execute globally

Plan for Execution:  Develop an 
end-to-end execution plan w/ 
engagement, logistics & 
delivery

Factors to Ensure Global Ready

Truly Global Ready
Key factors to ensure you are truly global ready



Please use the LTEN App to evaluate 
the workshop and the presenters

Truly Global Ready
Key factors to ensure you are truly global ready



Truly Global Ready
Key factors to ensure you are truly global ready



The extra factors that impact global learning execution…



What has the biggest impact on our current learning environment

Social Media vs Generational Bias

Take 5 minutes – list 5 to 10 
factors for the topic at your 

table and how they may 
impact learning…



What has the biggest impact on our current learning environment

Social Media vs Generational Bias

Take 5 minutes – list 5 to 10 
factors for the topic at your 

table and how they may 
impact learning…

1. What percentage of people worldwide use 
Social Media

2. Why do they engage with each of these social 
media platforms

3. How does learning need to evolve because of 
how people now access and engage with the 
world?

1. How does this group interact with the world 
around them?  Friends, meetings, time…

2. What are the implications of their style of 
interaction on how they engage in the 
workplace?

3. How does learning need to evolve to support 
this generational difference?



Location Analysis

Israel, Argentina, Russia & Turkey10+%
Chile, The Philippines, Colombia & Peru8-9%

Venezuela, Canada & United States<8%

TOP DEVICE
1. Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing

2. Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing

3. Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing

4. Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing

5. Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing

56%
6,327

FACEBOOK
11%

2,576
Twitter

9%
339

Google+
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Most Used Social Media

58%
58%

ANY
14%

339
LinkedInCountries with Highest Engagement via Hours Per Month



Now… what is the impact of those same factors in a global environment?  How are you planning and developing your learning differently to develop global needs, but also 
the modern learner?  As you develop them, can you take those things global?

Impact to Global Learning



The Working Generations

LargerLarger

Millennial

Gen Xer

Zoomer 

Traditionalist 

29%

35%

33%

3%

Terrorism Common
Freedom & Flexibility

Google Earth| Smart Phones| Tablets
Digital Natives/Entrepreneurs

Social Media | Texting | Face2Face

Work/Life Balance
First Personal Computer
Early “portfolio” careers 

Loyal to profession, not employers
Digital Immigrants:  PC – Email – Text 

Online “OK” – Face2Face, Time Permitting 

Job Security | Early IT Adaptors 
Cold War | Post War Boom

Swinging Sixties | Woodstock | Family-Oriented
Organizational | Careers Defined by Employers

Television | Telephone | Face2Face Ideal

Largely Disengaged | Communicates via Formal Processes
WWII | Rationing | Fixed Gender Roles * Defined Gender Roles

Face2Face – always
Home Ownership | Automobile | Formal Letters | Jobs are for LIFE



Impact on Global Learning

Resources – Logistics – Stakeholders – Financial Impact

What is the impact of those same factors in a global environment?  

How are you planning and developing your learning differently to 
develop global needs, but also the modern learner?  

As you develop them, can you take those things global?



• When you look to develop learning, how are you planning differently 
to engage with different markets, different learning styles and 
different delivery mechanisms?

• Let’s first level set on some language and understand some of our situations…

• What does it mean to be “global”?
• How do you currently implement resources globally?
• How do you currently create, execute and analyze your global 

resources?



 Internal Alignment on WHAT it means to be “global”
o Have a discussion on “what good looks like” for evolved resources – to guide the thought process and 

plant the “seed” of innovation

 Execution Plan for HOW you will execute globally
o Have a session with example sharing on what has been done across the teams and what they are 

thinking or planning

 Clear Perspective on what TYPE of resources are made for global
o Identify other growth opportunities across other learning resources

Steps to Go Global



• Workshop Title: OPTIONS

• Taking Learning Global – Is Your Learning Truly Global Ready?

• Workshop Description Guides participants in the considerations needed when planning, developing and executing global learning solutions. Challenges participants to think about 
global learning in another way than current convention.

• Learning Objectives 

• Please define three learning objectives that you want participants to achieve and that you can deliver against. The learning objectives should tie back to the content and should 
translate into “key takeaways” for the session. 

• Learning Objective #1 Describe how learning needs may vary by region and country

• Learning Objective #2 Explain the considerations for resource development to support global markets 

• Learning Objective #3 Identify factors that may impact global delivery

• How are you planning on keeping the learners engaged during this presentation? (tests, practice scenarios, role plays, reviews) Case Studies & Discussions

• Main Presenter's Full Name Marquitha K Gilbert

• Main Presenter's Title Associate Director, Global Brand Learning

• Main Presenter's Company Merck

• Main Presenter's Email Contact Marquitha.Gilbert@Merck.com

• Main Presenter's Phone # 267.305.5995

• Main Presenter's Bio Marquitha has been working in the pharmaceutical industry for more than 18 years. Her work has primarily been in the commercial arena, in the United States 
but has also worked in collaboration with every region and several key markets around the globe.  Marquitha first working in training in 2003, and incorporated the aspects of adult 
learning into every role she had in communications, strategy and organizational development.  Since 2014, Marquitha has been working in the Global Commercial Learning department 
within Merck, which is led by the Chief Global Learning Officer, assisting in Merck’s transformation to position learning & development as a strategic lever for the enterprise and 
expanding our global learning footprint.



North America

25%
North America

30%

Asia

40% MARKET GROWTH
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been 
the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley 
of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, but 
also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged

UP 18,44%
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. 

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the 
printing and typesetting industry. 

2006

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the 
printing and typesetting industry. 

2009

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the 
printing and typesetting industry. 

2012

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the 
printing and typesetting industry. 

2016



Steps to Go Global

Ask the question:  Will 
the resources you 

deliver be easily used 
and adapted 

Are your learning 
resources globally 

guided, developed, 
delivered or non/all 

of the above

Truly Global Ready
Key factors to ensure you are truly global ready


